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Introduction
i

With this booklet, we want to give you a quick
run-over of what Shipster does, how it can be
used to customise the way you ship and how we
will support your warehouse.
As everything we do is bespoke, we’ve kept the
information in this booklet short and sweet,
enabling you to gain a broad understanding, then
you can tell us about your specific requirements.
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Your marketplaces

Your eCommerce platform

Where does
Shipsterfit?

What is Shipster?
Shipster integrates your warehouse management software with
your chosen couriers. It books in your shipments with the courier,
processes orders using a custom set of shipping rules and
generates official shipping labels. This all happens as orders are
scanned at the packing bench, ready for despatch.

YOUR WAREHOUSE
MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
Inventory Management

Receive Goods

Create Purchase Orders

Pick & Pack Tracking

Dispatch

Your e-commerce/
WMS platform

e.g.

The Dispatch Point
Notable features
Book in shipments with couriers

Generate shipping labels & documents

Automatic shipping rule processing
Custom shipping
rules

Bespoke shipping
documents

Live support

Custom shipping rules

Change/add
couriers

These determine how each parcel is
shipped.
Courier
Service

A

Change number of
licences needed

Easy onboarding

Boost despatch
time

Busy period
strategies

B

Courier
Service

C

Destination

Order Value

Promotions

Customs

Temperature

Couriers

A
2

Courier
Service

Weight

Your chosen courier

B

C
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How to use

Licence setup

In practice, Shipster is quite a passive piece of software. First
thing in the day, you just need to switch on the “on” button
before scanning picked orders at your packing benches.

Shipster licences cover the costs for the Shipster software,

The main Shipster screen
Skip Button

maintenance and technical support. They are billed once per
month, based on the maximum number of licences used in the
last 30 days. The number of licences you use can be changed at
any time. Licences are £40 each (£45 from Dec 2022).

Skipped orders go under this tab (shared across all PCs)

One licence covers one PC-to-courier connection

A
B

Scan your orders as you package them up for shipping and the
Shipster rules engine will process the order and generate the
correct documents and shipping label, all within 2-3 seconds
per order.

A

B

C

D

A
C

B

A

10 licences in total
=PC

X =Courier

You can experiment with your own number of PCs and couriers
with our licence cost calculator at www.shipstersolutions.com/
pricing
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Customisation

Custom Documents

Your Shipster setup is unique to your warehouse and the way
you despatch. All documents printed with each order are
bespoke and custom shipping rules can be chained together for
a totally optimised system suited to the way you work.

We can add your logo to our shipping document templates or
use your existing document design and turn it into a fully
mapped invoice, delivery note, returns form or pro forma with all
the correct order information. Shipster will also print any
marketing materials alongside the applicable orders.
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Shipping Rules

Invoices

Returns Process

Printed Languages

Bar Codes

Currency Data

Customs
Documents

Integrations

Couriers per Bench
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•
Weight

•
Order Value

•
Date and Time

•
Destination

•
Temperature

•
Product Type

See figure 1 for a detailed example.

Rule 1
Rule 2

8
Rule 3

Weight

Does it include
an item from
the shoe
category?

Country

Destination

Under 1kg

Over 1kg

Is it letter sized?

Send via Courier A

Do nothing

Under £35

Under 1kg not letter sized

Under 1kg and letter sized

Print documents in English

Other

No shoe item

Print documents in Polish

Poland

Is the item over £35?

Print documents in German

Germany

Includes shoe item

Print documents in French

Don’t Include tax info

Include tax info

France

Non-EU

EU

Send via Courier A

Send via letter service Courier B

No shoe voucher

Include shoe voucher

Your version of the Shipster rules engine will automate many
decisions that need to be made about a shipment at the
despatch point; decisions such as, which courier service? What
language? Which additional documents?

Rule 4

This automation boosts packing speed and accuracy when it
comes to making postage decisions that impact your overall
shipping costs.
Over £35

Amongst many other things, you can create shipping rules
based on:

Example Custom Shipping Rules Engine (figure 1)

Custom Shipping Rules
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Shipping Rules List
Here is a catalogue of example shipping rules you may not have
known about or considered before. For every shipping rule, your
specified condition must be met to trigger a command.

Number of items
Trigger rule commands for how [X]
number of items should be shipped
e.g. the packaging, courier service,
parcel splitting, bundling etc.

Conditions
Date and Time
Create shipping rules based on the
date and time of order or processing.
Useful when managing next-day
deliveries. Can use current day, time
or time range e.g. 2 pm - 5 pm.

Weight
Item weight can play a big role in
preventing overspend on your
shipping. Shipster can take the
weight and allocate them to the
most cost-effective shipping service
for that weight and instantly
calculate whether it is more efficient

Required Temperature
Products requiring temperaturecontrolled storage and transport can
be allocated to the appropriate
temperature-controlled shipping
service e.g. Polar Speed.

to split or bundle items together.

Locations
Use location data to automatically
allocate shipments to the correct
delivery service. You might also use
destination data to print
documentation translated to the
recipient’s language or print
additional labels e.g. CN22.

Language
Shipster can check language
attribution fields and print all
customer documentation in the
required language.

Dangerous Goods
Create as many shipping rules as you
need to handle and ship dangerous
goods safely. Products marked as
dangerous or matching a particular
product category can trigger Shipster
to print the correct shipping
documentation, staff instructions and
allocate to the appropriate courier
service.
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Failed Shipments
Decide a more efficient way to
process failed shipments – pop them
in a "skipped" queue for later, print a
document containing all the details
or automatically save them to a
designated folder for an allocated
member of staff.

Currencies
Automate how you handle
currencies. For instance, convert
currencies across platforms or on
your shipping documentation.
Conversions can be used in carrier
service selection e.g. if an order sold
in $ exceeds £100, then select Courier
A, Delivery service X.

Data matching
Using virtually any piece of data
associated with an order or product in
your system, you can create rules that
target keywords/labels/attributes by:
“exact match”, “starts with…”, “ends with…”
or “contains…”. You can also group data
matches as: “and…”, “or…”, “neither…” and
“not…”. This means you can affect multiple
groups at once, and yes, create rule
combinations.
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Commands
Order Value
Order values are useful in dozens of
shipping rules. Often the value is used
to automate which delivery service is
used during a product promotion,
when the cost of insurance is higher or
the general shipping rates. Such
values can also be printed on your
documents.

Influencers
If you’re shipping goods to influencers
and reviewers, you can tag orders in
your order data to show this. This
allows Shipster to print any additional
documentation (marketing campaign
brief? User instructions?), labels or
staff processing instructions.

Bulky Items
If an item or total package items
exceed a dimensions limit, choose to
send them on the most cost effective
service, along with the necessary
safety and care documents for staff
and customers.
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Promotions
If an item has a related marketing
campaign and the order is tagged to
reflect this e.g. product category, you
can have all the relevant marketing
material printed with each
applicable order – or trigger a popup telling staff to include pre-printed
materials.

Packaging Selection
Automatically select the correct
packaging e.g. parcel vs large letter
for your packing staff or packing
machine - plus the option for the user
to override the decision based on
what they see in front of them.

Courier Selection
Each shipment can be automatically
assigned to the courier you need
according to the conditions criteria
you have set e.g. over 1kg and
outside EU = Courier B, service C.

Busy Periods

Store Collection

Return Labels

Create shipping rules that are only
active during a specified period.
Many of our clients also like to beef
up their operations at such times
with additional packing bench
installations.

Automatically amend the delivery
address of store collection orders to
the selected store and produce a
customer-collection label to support
store operations.

Generate return labels with every
order or selected items only. Labels
can be standard 4x6” labels or
integrated with an A4 invoice/
returns document using your
design.

Fragile Items
Ensure that items listed as fragile are
shipped the way you need. Some
clients choose to trigger a pop-up
screen with instructions for packers.

Postcode Correction
Shipster has the ability to instantly fix
common postcode mistakes entered
by customers, ensuring that
postcodes are sent to couriers in the
correct format.

Pop-up Screens
Shipping rules can be set up to
trigger a pop-up screen for
shipments that require special
attention, further instruction or
more information from the packer.
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Service Types
Shipments can be allocated to
specific courier service types
according to the conditions criteria
you set. The Shipster rules engine does
this using your courier shipping codes.

Split vs Bundle Parcels
This is a popular weight management
tactic to reduce overspending on
shipping. If items in an order are below
or exceed your custom threshold, they
can be bundled or split into separate
parcels.

Custom Documents
Orders meeting the conditions you set
can be despatched with the same or
completely different documents:
different designs, languages, paper
type or promotions.
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Data Overrides
Should you need to override an
attribute that’s fed between your
integrated software (or courier),
Shipster can override any data at
the point of despatch.

Colour Coding

Create Barcodes or
QR Codes
You might want to generate a
barcode for all sorts of processing
purposes such as returns.

Shipping Upgrade

Boost the speed of your sorting and
loading at the despatch point by
triggering colour coded labels per
shipment type, e.g. Next-day orders
printed on red labels.

Automate shipping upgrades or
downgrades e.g. A faster courier
service when a customer pays extra or
a more economical service during
your own free delivery promotion.

Fill Data Gaps

Deliver Duty Paid

If there’s a consistently missing field
in your data, Shipster can fill these
for you instead of using manual
intervention every time. A good
example is a missing product
category or weight for a batch of
products.

Use rules to add service
enhancements that create DDP labels
for certain orders. Delivered Duty Paid
is when the sender pre-pays for all
shipping related costs including
export and import duties. This option is
only available for the couriers that
provide this service.

Partial Despatch
If only part of an order is ready, popup the choice to ship a partial
dispatch now instead of delaying the
whole order.

Block Address
Block postcodes or countries that are
risky to ship to due to extremely high
costs, potential fraud or other
complications.

Customs
Declarations
Automatically print the correct
customs documentation with each
order e.g. CN22s or commercial
invoices.
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Integrated Couriers

Other System Integrations

Shipster is currently integrated with over 40 leading couriers.
Shipster users can have any of the following courier integrations
added to their setup for no fee, any others with cost £700 for a
new integration build.

The Shipster team also code integrations for other eCommerce
and warehouse systems for bespoke projects with more than
just shipping requirements.

However, our list of ready-to-go integrations is always growing,
so please always enquire if you don’t see the courier you’re
looking for.

Ready to implement
Peoplevox

Patchworks

Descartes Peoplevox are our
recommended warehouse
management system and we’ve been
partnered for over 5 years. We
collaborate very closely and seen a
huge number of clients thrive after
upgrading to Peoplevox and shipping
via Shipster. We also have Linnworks>Peoplevox integration and Inventory
Planner->Peoplevox integrations
ready-to-go.

Patchworks is an iPaaS (integration
platform as a service), which is a
cloud-based platform that allows you
to automate the flow of data across
your company’s different systems –
whether that’s an e-commerce
platform, ERP, CRM, warehouse system,
marketplace, marketing app, POS
system or a 3PL.

Others

We’ve built a number of e-commerce integrations that we can readily adapt for your
system, with or without Shipster shipping. We’ve integrated inventory software with
warehouse management systems, marketplaces with warehouse software and other
e-commerce platforms with couriers. Each project is bespoke and specific to the
requirements of your warehouse. The number of systems we have integrated is always
growing, so if you don’t see something listed here, get in touch and tell us what you
need.
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Contact
Your Shipping, Your Way
i

Support

support@shipstersolutions.com
0330 113 2083

Shipster-solutions
@ShipsterSolutions
@ShipsterHQ

i

Enquiries

hello@shipstersolutions.com
0330 113 2082

The stock used for this handbook is sourced from sustainable forests.
Copyright ©2022 Shipster Solutions. All rights reserved. Shipster is part of
Oddsphere Ltd. Registered number 08769441. Oddsphere Suite, Lloyds
House, 18-22 Lloyd Street, Manchester, M2 5WA.
www.shipstersolutions.com
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www.oddsphere.com

